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I. Why do incentives matter?
II. California history
III. Today’s Calif market design challenges

1. Incenting flexibility to accommodate renewables
2. Expanding the market geographically
3. Capacity credit for variable renewables
4. Harmonizing markets for bulk & distributed resources

IV.  Conclusion: Continue to Kludge?
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 1996: AB 1890 passed unanimously
◦ PX traded power day-ahead
 Three zones, disregarded other transmission constraints
 No forward contracting allowed
◦ CAISO then ran balancing market to ensure feasibility 

(“incs” and “decs”)

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/79/19/3d/79193dde918fd18657e2a50198dbfd67.jpg

2. Ignore constraints 
incents “dec” game:
 Generators in “gen 

pocket” overschedule 
in high-price zone, 

 Then they buy back 
power at lower price 
in real time

1. No forward contracting
 large incentive to take capacity off line (market power!)
 “7 Plagues of Egypt”
 Wholesale power bill  $20B
 38 rotating blackouts in 2001



 Features of Market Redesign:
◦ Day-ahead and real-time markets with arbitrage
◦ Co-optimized energy & ancillary services
◦ Forward contracting requirements
◦ Locational marginal pricing
◦ Financial transmission rights

 Prices are competitive
 Contrast to EU markets

 Regional Integration: 
◦ PacifiCorp (5 states) fully joining CAISO 
◦ Energy Imbalance Market with 7 other 

utilities

 California AB32 Cap & Trade: 
◦ Goal: Reduce CO2 to 1990 levels
◦ Allocate allowances to power plants, & trade



 Integrating Distributed Resources: 
◦ CAISO behind other markets in demand response
◦ “Transmission Access Charge”
 Avoided by behind-the-meter distributed & bulk renewables
 But paid by front-of-meter distributed resources

◦ Inflexible & high retail rates favor behind-the-meter renewables

 Renewable Policy: 
◦ 33% of electricity by 2020, 50% by 2030
◦ But restrict imports

 Expand market, & preserve “environmental integrity”?
◦ Account for out-of-state CO2 emissions
◦ Facilitate development of least-cost renewable resources

 Oversee a multistate entity?
 Promote efficient transmission construction?
◦ Planning methods
◦ Cost allocation

 Support flexible “backup” capacity for renewables?
 Reward contributions to system reliability (capacity 

credits)?
 Incent the right mix of distributed & centralized 

resources?



 AB32 covers California emissions
◦ Can’t regulate what other states do to 

meet their demand
◦ Can attribute emissions to imports. 

How to do that? (Liu, Chen, Hobbs, OR, 2011) 
1. Identify particular facilities with 

imports?  “Contract shuffling”
2. Average rates? 
3. Marginal rates for entire western US 

assuming efficient dispatch?

http://fishwrecked.com/files/boat%20ramp.bmp



http://fishwrecked.com/files/boat%20ramp.bmp

 How do we resolve two policy objectives?
1. Cal. Air Resources Board: expanding the CAISO market 

shouldn’t worsen total emissions
 Prefers no net increase on an hourly basis!

2. Western utilities: econ benefits of a wider balancing market
 Also: increase the total emissions & cost savings of renewables

 Delicate balancing: count external emissions hourly 
but still obtain gains from trade. “Two step” proposal:
1. Calculate “counterfactual” of dispatch without Calif imports in 

balancing market
2. Actual market operations
 Then retire emissions allowances to cover increased emissions

http://uberhumor.com/youre-not-a-greenhouse-gas-youre-a-cat

 Should it be rewarded in 
the spot market?
◦ In theory: 
 Let’s reward ability to 

deliver when needed
 Energy price volatility 

supports optimal ramp
 But averaging over 5, 

15, 60 minute intervals 
dampens signals
◦ also misses lumpy costs 

(start ups)



 Proposal: Belt and suspenders
◦ Spot market fixes: If energy prices insufficient,                     

then add new reserve products 
 “Flexiramp” (headroom up and down for next interval) (Wang and Hobbs, 

IEEE TPWRS 2015)
 “Mileage payments” for frequency regulation
 Both have fetched surprisingly low prices

◦ Capacity market fix: Flexible “Resource Adequacy” (capacity 
market) requirement
 But how do you compare the following?
 Fully dispatchable turbines
 Renewables that can turn down
 1 start/day resources
 4 calls/mo demand response
 Fly wheels (15 minutes stored)

 The problem of kludges

www.wherecoolthingshappen.com/ 
cool-floating-skateboard-ramp-on-lake-tahoe/

 Mechanisms for “resource adequacy” (contribution of resources to 
system reliability) is a state responsibility, but a multistate market 
must have a consistent approach:
◦ If a perfectly reliable, flexible resource gets $X/MW, how much should other 

resources get paid?
◦ Proposal: “Effective Load Carrying Capability”

 Devilish details.  Pay:
◦ Locationally differentiated?
◦ Penalize larger thermal 

resource?
◦ Account for operating 

constraints (flexibility)?
◦ Change from year-to-year?
◦ Average or marginal ELCC? 

ERCOT: Average versus Marginal Contribution (Bothwell 2016)

(Source: Keane et al., IEEE TPWRS, 26, 2011, 564-572)
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 What are welfare effects of giving the wrong credit?  (Bothwell & 
Hobbs, The Energy Journal, in press)

CT CC Coal Wind Solar

Optimal
Capacity Mix

Capacity Mix
With Distortion

Energy P Cap $1,000/MWh; 
CCWind = 40%, CCSolar = 75% 

OPTIMAL
CCWind = 10%, CCSolar = 54.5% 

Energy P Cap;
No capacity credit

 Contribution to California load through Oct. 2016:
◦ Bulk PV (10%); Distributed PV another 4%

 Behind-the-meter PV: costs 2-3 times utility-scale PV
◦ BTM highly profitable: retail rates + netting + subsidies

www.lazard.com/perspective/levelized-cost-of-energy-analysis-100/

 CAISO’s TAC= 
$10.4/MWh.  Issues:
◦ Base on MWh or peak 

MW?  
 Which drives 

transmission costs?
◦ Measured at the retail 

meter, or at the bulk 
system interface?

◦ Proposal is pending 
analysis of drivers
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